THE STATE LAND FUND AS A LEGAL INSTRUMENT OF THE STALINIST STATE’S IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM OF REBUILDING THE AGRARIAN AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN POST-WAR POLAND

1. Introduction – ideological and systemic premises for establishing the State Land Fund

The Marxist doctrine of property, which is the ideological basis of the communist movement, is the starting point for the views of its leaders and activists on the issues related to the socialization of property. However, it is not about focusing on the positive program of organizing social and economic life, but on adopting the doctrinal assumption about the necessity of private property liquidation [Pańko 1972, 178]. Karl Marx and his followers, in relation to the introduction of the modern agricultural system, assumed the need to depart from the small-scale peasant economy in favour of organizing it into forms of collective management that favoured the mechanization of the production process. So, in the name of promoting social and economic progress, Marxists postulated the concentration of agrarian resources through the implementation of ownership changes assuming the necessity of the so-called socialization of individual agriculture [Dobieszewski 1993, 9-25]. In rural relations, the authors of the Marxist doctrine recognized the achievement of the socialist mode of production as a means of class struggle and the main means of liquidating the capitalist system [Engels 1949, 21-38; Idem 1968, 448; Marks 1962, 329-35; Idem 1969, 64-67; Marks and Engels 1962, 528].
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The aforementioned ideological premises determined the approach to the agricultural policy of the created communist state on the part of Vladimir Lenin after the victory of the October Revolution. The leaders of the Bolshevik party attached great propaganda importance to demonstrating the superiority and effectiveness of the socialized sector over private agriculture [Tkaczyk 1979, 305]. Therefore, in the “Decree on the Land”¹ (*de facto* written by him), Lenin sanctioned the abolition of all private land ownership forever [Service 2003, 319-20; Sukiennicki 2003, 351-83]. At the same time, he planned to transfer the confiscated private land to a special nationwide agricultural fund [Pisarek 1934, 30-32]. An important institutional innovation of the communist system was the establishment of a dichotomy amid the communist party, the state completely subordinated to it, and the administrative apparatus formally at its disposal [Malia 1998, 123-73].

In Russia, the seizure of power by the Bolsheviks and their action of collectivization of agrarian lands (and then the dissemination of this pattern in countries controlled by the Soviets) was conditioned by an inflow of publications, speeches and appeals on this subject. The communists’ ideological and propaganda activities had both theoretical and instructional dimensions. The aim of these activities was to instill in the society and the party-state apparatus the conviction about the necessity or popularization of ways of socializing the peasant land [Lenin 1949, 5-11; Idem 1951, 42; Idem 1954, 350-51; Idem 1987, 351-60; Stalin 1949, 165-74; Idem 1951, 150-58; Idem 1953, 188-95; Idem 1955, 325-49]. However, the resistance of the Russian countryside to the attempts of collectivization prompted Lenin to choose a long-term concept of land nationalization, divided into many intermediate stages. Whereas, another Soviet leader, Joseph Stalin, who in the 1930s decided to conduct the largest social operation in the history of mankind, did not show similar resistance [Holzer 2000, 30]. The collectivization of the land of peasants led to their transformation into a group of hired workers who were employed in rural production cooperatives and completely subordinated to the directives of the communist party. Taking over these economic resources allowed the Soviet state, in its
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¹ This legal act was formally passed on November 8, 1917 by the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets.
turn, to finance accelerated industrialization [Malia 1998, 192-208; Smoleń 1994, 85-90; Swianiewicz 2003, 313-28]. According to Stalin’s plan, the discussed agrarian revolution was supposed to become a model of revolutionary changes; after the Second World War, attempts were made to copy and implement it in the countries under the rule of the Soviet Union.

In the case of Poland, the main obstacle to the implementation of that plan was the peasants’ attachment to private land ownership and the extreme reluctance of the majority of society to introduce the system of government modelled on the Soviet one. Taking into account the existence of the above-mentioned conditions, the leaders of the communist party tried to win the acceptance of the new political order by the rural population announcing a radical program of land reform (aimed at the liquidation of large landed estates) in the summer of 1944.

The State Land Fund (SLF) was to be the legal organizational institution which was to serve the peasants owing the arable land obtained largely from the property of expropriated land gentry. In fact, the fund was to serve revolutionary processes in terms of legal consequences and social agrarian transformations (bearing the hallmarks of a drastic class struggle), which constituted an important pillar of the Stalinist system constructed in post-Yalta Poland [Grzybowski 1947, 46].

Socio-technical propaganda efforts were aimed at consolidating the power that the communists received from the Soviet mandatory. For this purpose, they also tried to use institutional models associated with the interwar attempts at agrarian reform. Attention is drawn to the use of the structure of the fund institution (with a name not directly associated with the implementation of the land reform), and in order to implement them in a very radical version. It seems that it opened up wide opportunities for the reconstruction of the ownership and for the agrarian relations existing in the Polish countryside. The use of the institution of the State Land Fund allowed the communist authorities to pursue agrarian policy in line with Bolshevik patterns (including collectivization of peasant land). However, as practice showed, the attempts to carry out the so-called
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2 Established on the basis of the decree of the Polish Committee of National Liberation of September 6, 1944 on the implementation of the land reform, Journal of Laws of 1945, No. 3, item 13 as amended.
socialist reconstruction of villages in People’s Poland were generally made with the rejection of brutal and dogmatic Soviet methods.

2. Institutional specificity of the State Land Fund and the state’s implementation of the policy of rebuilding of the agrarian system and the system of social relations

With the thought of the programmatic projections of the communist movement and the propaganda theses disseminated by its agents, the creation of the so-called Land Fund [Karolak 2016, 92; Słabek 2009, 190-92; Kumoś 1983, 166-70] was to serve the legal and organizational revolutionary service in terms of the scale and legal consequences of the agricultural reform.

However, the tactical approach of the leadership of the Polish Workers’ Party to the consolidation obtained from the granting of power to it by the Soviet principals was visible in the institutional use of the SLF in a way that went beyond the officially declared purpose of this institution. At the same time, they tried to camouflage the real nature of those changes, emphasizing their implementation in accordance with the principles of the rule of law and justice. Moreover, they wanted to create the impression of an institutional reference to the interwar experience in the field of correcting the then existing agrarian structure. The institution established by the Polish Committee of National Liberation was supposed to be a continuation of the interwar Agricultural Reform Trade Fund, which functioning was widely accepted by political circles and public opinion. It seems that it was precisely for propaganda reasons and in order to implement the Moscow vision of a totalitarian state that the new entity was given the name that was more “neutral” and camouflaging for the intentions of the Kremlin governors. As a result, the basic solutions regulating functioning the pre-war Agricultural Reform Trade Fund (ARTF) were included in Article 3, 4 and 5 of the Land Reform Decree. In Article 3(2) of the aforementioned legal act, the communist regulator also decided to transfer the property assets previously owned by the ARTF to the sphere of resources of the State Land Fund [Zieliński 1980, 35-37].

Apart from creating the fund and the elementary principles of its functioning Article 3-5 of the decree on the land reform (formally binding
until now), no provision was published later to define clearly the legal nature of the SLF. In the light of Article 3(1) of the decree on carrying out the land reform, this institution was officially established to carry out the process of rebuilding the existing agricultural system. However, the above-mentioned decree provisions (formally binding until now) and later legal acts do not define the concept of this transformation; although at the same time, they tried to give it a more definite content by means of specified provisions. As one can guess, the authorities avoided making unequivocal declarations in this respect due to the aforementioned reluctance of the majority of the society to “socialize” (collectivize) Polish agriculture in line with Soviet patterns.

As a result, even today, an unambiguous definition of the legal nature of the State Land Fund may cause considerable difficulties. It seems that the legal essence of the State Land Fund (at least after its legal reorganization in 1950) was best expressed by the definition that it is an institutionally separated state resource (supply, reserve) of real estate (primarily agricultural). Those property resources were characterized by the fact that they were owned by the State Treasury and were not managed (owned) by other state legal persons [Zieliński 1980, 33-42; Czechowski and Prutis 1985, 62-81].

The Minister of Agriculture and Agricultural Reforms played a leading role in managing the SLF’s assets, and while performing administrative functions, he not only used the departmental management of the Land Fund, but primarily, he used the help of local authorities. In general, those were units operating at the poviat and voivodship level, and appropriate structural reorganisations were carried out in that respect several times. Focusing the management of the fund within the state administration allowed the socialist state to control conveniently the implementation of the land policy conducted in a given period. At some of its stages, either the purely production function or the systemic function prevailed (aimed at
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4 For more see ibid.
a thorough reconstruction of the agrarian system through socialization and collectivization of the agricultural economy) [Zieliński 1980, 13, 28-33].

This facilitated the creation of a very broad legal basis enabling the increase of the property resources of the State Land Fund. This property was augmented by issuing a number of relevant sources of normative acts (often changed) over the next decades. A legal group was distinguished in the literature, after all (apart from the decree on the land reform, those were, inter alia, the provisions of the act of March, 20 on the takeover of dead-hand goods by the state, guaranteeing parish priests to own farms and establishing a Church Fund). They formed the primary sources of the SLF assets [Tkaczyk 1979, 21-26], which, in fact, arose due to the liquidation of large gentry land property and the elimination of the consequences of the war [Zieliński 1980, 13-17].

3. SLF as a tool for the elimination of large gentry land ownership by the communist state, as well as the economic and social degradation of landowners

From the very beginning of the existence of the State Land Fund, its activity was thoroughly ideological, class and political in nature [Iwaniak 1999, 69]. Under the new political conditions, the ideological priority of the communist authorities was the destruction of the economic importance of the landowners in the Polish countryside through expropriation of private agricultural land from its owners. In this way, an attempt was made to reconstruct thoroughly the model of ownership relations, which had been shaped in the agrarian economy over the past centuries [Szemberg 1953, 10-16].

The class liquidation of large gentry’s property was caused mainly by the perception of the aristocracy and landlords as the social strata of the declared enemies of communist rule. Therefore, the leadership and activists of the Polish Workers’ Party were determined in their efforts to remove political, economic or cultural influences of the nobility in the countryside [Góra 1969, 59-60]. At the same time, it was about replacing the existing social elites with those more sympathetic and controlled by

5 Journal of Laws No. 46, item 339 as amended.
the new authorities. Therefore, as it seems, the State Land Fund was established primarily to deprive the representatives of the landed gentry of their privileged economic and social position.

As a result of the aforementioned political and ideological decisions, during the first period of the existence of the new state, the main source of the expansion of SLF resources was primarily landowners’ farms, which were obtained by taking them over for the purposes related to the Polish Committee of National Liberation agricultural reform. It should be mentioned, though, that we do not have fully reliable data in this respect, because it was only from 1956 that functioning of the fund was covered by the rules of statistical reporting, which was officially carried out by the socialist state [Bodalski 1966, 13-15; Zieliński 1980, 25]. However, in the literature on the subject it is estimated that over half of the land covered by the decisions on nationalization of the so-called former lands belonged to gentry’s estates before their acquisition to the SLF resources [Słabek 2009, 86]. The above-mentioned tendencies are even more clearly indicated by the research carried out in relation to the individual regions, because, for example, in the Krakow voivodeship, as much as 92.5% of the land intended for the purposes of the agricultural reform came from the parcelling of gentry estates. It is characteristic that in the aforementioned voivodeship, as of January 1, 1948, only 7.5% of the land remaining in this way was post-German real estate, farms of convicted persons and properties previously included in the resources of the State Treasury [Brzoza 1988, 165].

The legal basis for the takeover of landowners’ farms for the benefit of the SLF by the state by means of compulsory parcelling was Article 2(1)(e) of the PCNL decree on the land reform. According to the aforementioned provision, the process of transformation of agrarian and ownership relations was to be initiated by the use of specific land properties of an agricultural nature, which were owned or jointly owned by natural or legal persons. At the same time, the communist legislator decided that the total size of the said land was to exceed either 100 hectares of the total area or 50 hectares of arable land. The aforesaid subject criterion was increased in western and northern Poland (i.e. in the Poznań, Pomorskie and Śląskie voivodeships). In the said area, it was possible to seize agricultural land with a total acreage exceeding 100 ha of the total area (regardless of the agricultural land area) for the purposes related to the implementation
of the agricultural reform (Article 2(1)(e) of the decree on carrying out the land reform).

Contemporary research clearly shows that the acquisition of resources at the disposal of the State Land Fund was especially favoured with the ambiguous definition of the land real estate in the land reform decree. This was accompanied by the decision-making practice of administrative bodies (including, in particular, the activities of the above-mentioned land offices and the Land Fund Department operating under the Ministry of Agriculture and Agricultural Reforms). The aforesaid state agencies assumed that, in line with the general tendency of the decree, its provisions should be interpreted broadly, considering that it was a legal act that largely determined the shape of the Polish economic system [Kłusek 2014, 19-33].

The decree did not provide any compensation for former landowners whose properties were earmarked for the land reform. They passed, ex lege, into the property of the State Treasury, but in practice were managed by the State Land Fund as an institution covering the expenses related to the implementation of the agricultural reform [Zieliński 1980, 35-37]. Among the forms of symbolic compensation, attention is drawn to the possibility of allocating independent farms to expropriated landowners (on the same terms as peasants) from the resources of the SLF, but in a powiat other than their former property (Article 19(1) of the decree on carrying out the land reform). In addition, the discussed agrarian transformations were carried out in the administrative mode, which precluded the possibility of appealing to judicial institutions [Jastrzębski 2018, 31].

In fact, the landowners’ management was fought and possible conflicts between the “village and the manor” over forest services were liquidated through the confiscation of property [Tkaczyk 1979, 24-25]. The course of the land reform, shaped according to Bolshevik patterns, led to the destruction of the landowners’ layer, which had been the mainstay of the Polish authenticity for centuries [Bałtowski 2009, 149].

Contemporary research emphasizes the long-term occurrence of a number of negative effects of an economic, social or cultural nature. It is indicated that the acquisition of land gentry’s real estate with the use of the SLF resulted in the destruction of the majority of the palaces and manors that were covered by the ownership transformations under the communists
and also in the plunder of their usually rich content. After all, it consisted of genuine works of art, literature, book collections and household items, which were a kind of testimony to the high material culture of Polish manors, and hence, they were of unprecedented importance for Polish society [Tracz 2016, 8-11; Sowa 2001, 37].

In the years of 1944-1948, the forms of administration of the State Land Fund performed a typically political (systemic) function as a link in the transformation of large gentry’s property into individual and public property (creating the basis of the socialized sector in agriculture). At that time, the state had more land at its disposal than it had been originally presumed when the agrarian reform had been launched [Tkaczyk 1979, 45-70; Zieliński 1980, 165]. As a result, as early as at the end of 1948, the institutions under its control ruled nearly 11% of the total area of agricultural land in Poland [Bałtowski 2009, 148-49].

Achieving the above-mentioned results, however, would not be possible without the creation of an extensive catalogue of legal acts that allowed for the creation of the property foundations of the SLF (State Land Fund). In addition to the decree on the implementation of the land reform, the reference was made to the act of March 20 on the takeover of dead-hand goods by the state, guaranteeing the ownership of farms to the parish priests and establishing the Church Fund). The legal literature stated that the primary sources of SLF resources were, first of all, legal acts liquidating large land ownership and regulating the consequences of World War II [Tkaczyk 1979, 21-26; Zieliński 1980, 13-17].

4. The role of the State Land Fund in the preparation of the process of the collectivization of Polish agriculture by the authorities

In the light of the decree of the Polish Committee of National Liberation (constituting an ideological announcement of the shape of the policy of the communist authorities), the agricultural system in Poland was to be based on functioning peasant farms capable of efficient agricultural production. The implementation of the agricultural reform in its original version was, therefore, to consist primarily in the completion of the existing farms. Thus, the creation of new farms was only in the second place.
However, the actual course of the parcelling questioned the achievement of the maximum healing of the existing agrarian structure (alongside with its unification throughout the country) and the strengthening of the working peasants [Tkaczyk 1979, 35-39]. Ideological considerations, the need to authenticate the new governments in the eyes of the Polish society and the pressure of Soviet decision-makers led to the implementation of a completely different scenario of structural changes. As a result, the land resource under the SLF was divided in a way that was clearly contrary to the assumptions declared to the Polish society and to the premises of rational agricultural management [Żenczykowski 1990, 138-42].

Thus, the class nature of the land reform led to a radical reduction in the capitalist and large peasant land ownership by favouring the allocation of land primarily to the poorest inhabitants of the countryside. Such a shape of the parcelling policy led in practice (especially in the western and northern areas) to the process of “averaging” the area of existing farms [Suchoń 2008, 141-43; Tkaczyk 1979, 45-54; Wawrzyniak 2004, 53; Ziętara 2005, 109].

According to some experts in agrarian economy, a fundamental mistake of the communist authorities (with far-reaching consequences) was to limit the parcelling to the area of only 6 million hectares of the land. In the situation at that time, it was possible to allocate about 3 million ha more of the arable land for this purpose, but it was decided to give it to state farms and leave it at the disposal of the State Land Fund. The land reserve at the disposal of the state should rather supply the existing individual farms in order to further enlarge the area owned by them. The rationality of this type of concept could be proved by the possibility of obtaining potentially better economic effects than it would result from the creation of new, dependent and poorly efficient farms [Poniatowski 1965, 58].

However, the general social and economic strategy of the communist movement outlined by the Kremlin envisaged the replication of radical transformation of society and economy by all communist countries of the Soviet pattern. These directives prompted the communist leadership in mid-1948 (formally under the command of the communist party platform in the form of the so-called Cominform) to start proclaiming the slogans of socializing the countryside as supposedly the only rational way
to increase agricultural production, and announced the fight against “capitalist elements” in agriculture. The real political goal behind the initiation of this action was, however, to subordinate the peasants, who were so far economically independent from the socialist state, to the central political leadership of the communist party [Albrecht (Roszkowski) 1994, 165-66].

As a result, starting in 1949, the creation of not only private, but even state-owned farms with the help of SLF resources was minimized, transforming the fund into a typical land reserve for vigorously conducted collectivization. Due to the period of preferential treatment of the development of agricultural production cooperatives in the agrarian policy of the state in the period until 1956, the systemic role of the forms of managing the funds was clearly taken to the fore [Zieliński 1980, 165]. This was facilitated by administrative and financial pressure on the peasants (increasing taxes or introducing so-called compulsory deliveries from the countryside) in order to persuade them to join the socialized agricultural sector. In order to accelerate these processes, the authorities issued a decree on the complete management of agricultural land on February 9, 1953. Although those regulations were to counteract the phenomenon of neglecting farmsteads officially, in practice they created grounds for individual farmers to donate land to the resources of the State Land Fund. As a result, only between 1953 and 1956, the institution in question acquired about 350,000 ha [Tokarzowski 1966, 70]. Due to the lack of reliable statistics in this respect, it is currently indicated that SLF acquired much larger land resources [Suchoń 2008, 146; Wawrzyniak 2004, 61].

At the same time, for example, in the years 1950-1954, the acreage in question decreased from 700,000 ha to 500,000 ha as a result of transferring the lends to the intensively developed sector of the socialized agrarian economy (agricultural production cooperatives or State Agricultural Farms).

Conclusions

Apart from perpetuating the fragmentation of the peasant structure of agriculture, the direct effect of the takeover and distribution of land by the SLF was the reduction of the global agricultural commodity
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[Tkaczyk 1979, 310-11]. As it took place in the face of the great problems of the post-war reconstruction of the agrarian economy, therefore, in the face of increasing production difficulties [Zieliński 1980, 154] and the resistance of the village, it was not possible to use this institution to support the collectivization action quickly. As a result of its relatively slow pace, Poland was the only country with a relationship of political dependence on the Soviet Union, in which it was virtually impossible to implement the process of “socialization” of individual agriculture and the socialist transformation of the countryside.

The political changes in the autumn of 1956 (the so-called “October”) brought about the mass disintegration of artificially created cooperatives. This corresponded with the attempts to modify the hitherto conducted agrarian policy with the use of the State Land Fund. Unlike before, the land collected under it was transferred to a large extent to private farms by concluding appropriate civil law contracts (mainly sale and lease). This proved the existence of flexibility with regard to the possibility of administering SLF as a legal form of disposing of the land gentry real estate owned by this institution. Paradoxically, however, the aforementioned land acreage even increased during the period after 1956. The main reason for this was the transfer of land to the resource of the discussed fund, which previously belonged to the then widely liquidated (and thus intensively developed) agricultural production cooperatives [Tkaczyk 1979, 114-55].

Summing up, it can be generally stated that the communist authorities after 1944 resorted to the use of the institution of a state special purpose fund known as an instrument of the interwar agricultural reform. The legal norms adopted by the socialist state were aimed not only at the liquidation of large gentry’s property, but also at the elimination of the richest class of peasants (so-called “kulaks”) [Ehrlich 1950, 15-20; Stelmachowski 2002, 30]. The SLF was, therefore, to be an instrument used to carry out one of the most important undertakings in the field of so-called “social engineering” in the Polish history in the form of preparing the process of socialization of the countryside. However, the policy of socialization of arable land with the help of the State Land Fund, bearing the hallmarks of a drastic class struggle, ended in failure for the reasons indicated in this article.
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The State Land Fund as a Legal Instrument of the Stalinist State’s Implementation of the Program of Rebuilding the Agrarian and Social Structure in Post-War Poland

Abstract

This article is an attempt to present the legal and institutional issues related to the use of the State Land Fund (SLF) as the main instrument of the agrarian policy of the Polish communist state during the period of 1944-1956. Established by the first economic decision of the authorities of “Polska Lubelska” [Lublin Committee], the fund was an institution that was primarily intended to enable the conduct of the agrarian policy in line with Stalinist patterns. In the first place, the goal was to liquidate large gentry’s landowner ships and allocate land from the SLF resources to peasants coming mainly from the rural poor. Subsequently, the land acquired by the fund (also owing to the state’s policy of discriminating against private farms) was to be used to prepare the collectivization of Polish agriculture. The then ownership and land policy preferred to use SLF resources to support the creation of collective forms of farming. The decline in the marketability of agriculture, however, led to the attempts to use the legal institution differently, in the form of the State Land Fund as part of the post-1956 agrarian and land policy pursued by the state. The reconstruction of the aspects of the agricultural policy of the post-war state outlined in the title of this article required an analysis of the relevant normative material. It was about examining the content of the legal acts that controlled the discussed social and ownership processes with the use of SLF (in the form of agrarian reform and preparation of the collectivization
of agriculture). Due to the multifaceted nature of the discussed processes, attempts were also made to bring closer (in a much more modest size) some statistical data that indicated changes in the functions performed by the State Land Fund in the discussed processes.
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**Państwowy Fundusz Ziemi jako prawny instrument realizacji przez stalinowskie państwo programu przebudowy struktury agrarnej i społecznej w powojennej Polsce.**

**Abstrakt**

Niniejszy artykuł stanowi próbę przybliżenia problematyki prawnej oraz instytucjonalnej związanej z wykorzystaniem Państwowego Funduszu Ziemi (PFZ) jako zasadniczego instrumentu polityki agrarnej komunistycznego państwa polskiego w latach 1944-1956. Powołany pierwszą gospodarczą decyzją władz „Polski Lubelskiej” fundusz stanowił instytucję mającą umożliwić przede wszystkim prowadzenie polityki agrarnej zgodnej ze stalinowskimi wzorcami. W pierwszej kolejności zmierzano tutaj do likwidacji wielkiej własności ziemskiej oraz przydzielenia z zasobów PFZ gruntów chłopom wywodzącym się przede wszystkim z kręgu wiejskiej biedoty. W dalszej kolejności pozyskana przez fundusz ziemia (także dzięki polityce dyskryminowania przez państwo sektora prywatnych gospodarstw) miała służyć przygotowaniu skolektywizowania polskiego rolnictwa. Ówczesna polityka własnościowa oraz gruntowa preferowała bowiem wykorzystywanie zasobów PFZ do wspierania tworzenia zespołowych form prowadzenia gospodarki rolnej. Spadek towarowości rolnictwa doprowadził jednak do prób odmiennego wykorzystywania instytucji prawnorolnej w postaci Państwowego Funduszu Ziemi w ramach prowadzonej przez państwo po 1956 r. polityki agrarnej i gruntowej. Rekonstrukcja zarysowanych w tytule niniejszego artykułu aspektów polityki rolnej powojennego państwa wymagała przeprowadzenia analizy odpowiedniego materiału normatywnego. Chodziło tutaj o zbadanie treści aktów prawnych, które stanowiły o sterowaniu przy użyciu PFZ omawianymi procesami społecznymi i własnościowymi (w postaci reformy rolnej oraz przygotowaniu kolektywizacji rolnictwa). Z uwagi na wieloaspektowość omawianych procesów starano się także przybliżyć (w znacznie skromniejszym rozmiarze) pewne dane statystyczne, które wskazywały na przemiany funkcji pełnionych w omawianych procesach przez Państwowy Fundusz Ziemi.

**Słowa kluczowe:** polityka rolna, dekret, własność, instytucja prawna
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